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ABOUT DEFIT
DEFIT aspires to be the #1 Cryptocurrency for
the global sport and ﬁtness community.
Oﬀering a secure, reliable, and credible alternative to traditional
payment solutions for consuming health and ﬁtness product and
services. 360Sports is developing the ﬁrst ﬁtness cryptocurrency
with real-world use cases, enabling the interoperability of
blockchain technology and traditional ecosystems – all while
promoting advance ﬁtness standards and rewarding ﬁtness
enthusiasts from all over the world. DEFIT tokenomics were
conceived for mass adoption through its upcoming integration
within

a

unique

and

innovative

wellness

marketplace,

360Wellness.

Pioneering the adoption of cryptocurrency by the ﬁtness industry.

BLOCKCHAIN
AND FITNESS
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RESOURCES

A myriad of
opportunities
The traditional ﬁtness ecosystem faces many
challenges such as, but not limited to; limited

EXCLUSIVITY IN
FITNESS
COMMUNITIES

TRADITIONAL
ISSUES

accessibility to ﬁtness centers and proper
resources, higher percentage of data
breaches, and suppression of individual
ﬁtness rewards and beneﬁts.
INCONSISTENT
SYSTEM

DIGITAL
PAYMENTS

DATA
BREACHES

How We

Solve the
Problem.

DEFIT ADVANCES FITNESS AND WELLNESS STANDARDS

IMPROVED DATA PRIVACY AND SECURITY

Not only can $DEFIT better incentivize users, but users also

Due to blockchain’s immutable system, data will be much

have the potential to own their tokens.

more secure. In traditional, centralized systems, users are
always risking data breaches and cyber attacks.

DEFIT answers all immediate needs of
Health and Fitness professionals. DEFIT
can accelerate global ﬁtness services by
using blockchain and digital currencies
logic. Additionally, $DEFIT also brings on
additional security for its data analytics.
With the many data breaches occurring
in traditional ﬁtness applications, $DEFIT
can add a layer of security to users’ data
activities as well as enable users to
access their data without an issue.

ELIMINATION OF THIRD-PARTY INTERMEDIARIES

CRYPTOCURRENCY PAYMENTS

Smart contracts enable direct communications with a (particular)

A majority of applications, if not all, are utilizing digital payment

coach to (particular) client model. No more middlemen, no more

methods. Digital currencies are now becoming more prominent

club memberships.

due to the ever- booming e- commerce platform concepts.

COMPLETE
SOLUTION

In-app wallet for users to
facilitate DEFIT use cases

DEFIT wallet integration
within 360Wellness
Building

a

complete

Finance dashboard for Health and Fitness Professionals
to manage their Fiat and DEFIT balance and wallet.

ecosystem

on

Polygon L2 solution (previously matic)
ensuring

fast,

secured

and

cheap

transactions. Allowing users to buy, earn
and spend DEFIT to consume ﬁtness
product and services in a seemingless
way. Popularizing crypto adoption within
the ﬁtness community worldwide.

KEY FACTS & FIGURES
Over 4,000+ applications to the public sale, sold out
in minutes, successfully listed since April 7th.
DEFIT has known an overwhelming response from the crypto
community and ﬁtness enthusiasts keeping us trending within the

23 MIL
Presale allocation

50 MIL
Token Supply

100%
IDO Sell- out

TOP 10 Hot Uniswap projects on Dex Tools for 7 days in a row and
hitting numerous times the top spot. Reaching an ATH at $1.39. Our
project is currently gearing-up to reach new heights.

Public TEAM 100% KYC by YFDAI Launchpad

SMART Contract Audited by Blockchain Consilium

PUBLIC Sale sold out in less than 2 minutes

TOKENOMICS
A micro-cap gem with tremendous potential designed
to bring the ﬁtness world onto the blockchain.

TOTAL SUPPLY: 50,000,000

Fixed total supply at 50,000,000 tokens, 6 months
vesting schedule for Angel and Strategic round
participants, 12 months team tokens lock DEFIT
Tokenomics have been designed to ﬂy and represent
a massive opportunity for early adopters. A fully
transparent project that can be trusted.

TEAM

OPERATIONS

MARKETING

ADVISORY

DEFIT MILESTONES
Highlights 2021

Project Task

Status

YFDAI Finance & Ferrum Network Partnerships

Q1 Completed

Listing on Uniswap, Safeswap, Bilaxy, Coinmarketcap
Coingecko, Livecoinwatch, Blockfolio, Coinstats, Dela app

Q2 Completed

Full revamping across all social media channels (Twitter,
Telegram, Instagram, Youtube, TikTok etc)

Q2 Completed

Bridge to Polygon Network (previously matic) and additional
DEX listing

Q3 In Progress

Tier 1 CEX listing and partnership

Q3

In-app wallet integration and real life use cases
implementation within 360Wellness ecosystem

Q4

DEDICATED
TEAM
Over 30+ talented
individuals, 12 nationalities

Kevin Serou

Quionie Gaban

Cyril Schmit

Chief Executive Oﬃcer

Head of Communications

Chief Product Oﬃcer

Ian - Ferrum Network

Simon - YFDAI Finance

COO - Advisory

COO - Advisory

Our team has been continuously increasing
since the project start and is today spread
across 10 countries and speaks 7 languages.
We are together aiming to disrupt the Fitness
industry and keep looking out for talents
who’d like to be part of this fantastic journey.

CONTACT US
hello@defit.io

Sam - Community Lead

Social Channels

Gain your wealth by investing in your health.

